**SOCIAL SCIENCES**

ANTH 23: Debating Multiculturalism: Race, Ethnicity, and Class in American Societies

CGS 2A: Introduction to Critical Gender Studies: Social Movements

CGS 2B: Introduction to Critical Gender Studies: Gender and Institutions

COCU 164: Representing Race, Nation, and Violence in Multicultural California

COCU 168: Latino Space, Place, and Culture

ETHN 1A: Introduction to Ethnic Studies: Population Histories of the United States

ETHN 1B: Introduction to Ethnic Studies: Population Histories of the United States

ETHN 1C: Introduction to Ethnic Studies: Race and Ethnic Relations in the United States

ETHN 101: Ethnic Images in Film

ETHN 110: Cultural World Views of Native Americans

ETHN 112A: History of Native Americans in the United States I

ETHN 112B: History of Native Americans in the United States II

ETHN 121: Contemporary Asian-American History

ETHN 122: Asian-American Culture and Identity

ETHN 130: Social and Economic History of the Southwest I

ETHN 131: Social and Economic History of the Southwest II

ETHN 132: Chicano Dramatic Literature

ETHN 133: Hispanic-American Dramatic Literature

ETHN 134: Immigration and Ethnicity in Modern American Society

ETHN 135A: Early Latino/a-Chicano/a Cultural Production: 1848 to 1960

ETHN 135B: Contemporary Latino/a-Chicano/a Cultural Production: 1960 to Present

ETHN 138: Chicano/a and Latino/a Poetry

ETHN 141: Language, Culture, and Inequality

ETHN 151: Ethnic Politics in America

ETHN 152: Law and Civil Rights

ETHN 161: Black Politics and Protest Since 1941

ETHN 170B: Slavery and the Atlantic World

ETHN 172: Afro-American Prose

ETHN 173: No longer offered

ETHN 174: Themes in Afro-American Literature

ETHN 175: Literature of the Harlem Renaissance

ETHN 176: Black Music/Black Texts: Communication and Cultural Expression

LIGN 7: Sign Language and Its Culture

LIGN 8: Languages and Cultures in America

POLI 100H: Race and Ethnicity in American Politics

POLI 100I: Race in American Political Development

POLI 102E: Urban Politics

POLI 102J: Advanced Topics in Urban Politics

POLI 102K: The Urban Underclass

POLI 104B: Civil Liberties—Fundamental Rights

POLI 104C: Civil Liberties—The Rights of Criminals and Minorities

POLI 104M: Law and Sex

POLI 116A: Feminist Theory

POLI 150A: Politics of Immigration

SOCI 129: The Family

SOCI 151: Comparative Race and Ethnic Relations

SOCI 151M: Chicanos in American Society

SOCI 152: Social Inequality and Public Policy

SOCI 154: Religious Institutions in America

SOCI 188K: American Society

USP 3: The City and Social Theory

USP 107: Urban Politics

USP 129: Research Methods: Studying Racial and Ethnic Communities

USP 133: Social Inequality and Public Policy

**FINE ARTS**

MUS 8: American Music

MUS 13AM: World Music/Multicultural America

MUS 126: Blues: An Oral Tradition

MUS 127A: Jazz Roots and Early Development (1900–1943)

MUS 127B: Jazz Since 1946: Freedom and Form

MUS 154: Black Music/Black Texts: Communication and Cultural Expression

TDHT 110: Chicano Dramatic Literature

TDHT 111: Hispanic-American Dramatic Literature

VIS 126CN: No longer offered

**HUMANITIES**

HILD 7A: Race and Ethnicity in the United States

HILD 7B: Race and Ethnicity in the United States

HILD 7C: Race and Ethnicity in the United States

HIUS 108A: History of Native Americans in the United States I

HIUS 108B: History of Native Americans in the United States II

HIUS 115: History of Sexuality in the United States

HIUS 129: No longer offered

HIUS 135B: Slavery and the Atlantic World

HIUS 138: African-American History in War and Peace: 1917 to the Present

HIUS 139: African-American History in the Twentieth Century

HIUS 155A: Religion and Law in American History: Foundations to the Civil War

HIUS 155B: Religion and Law in American History: Civil War to the Present

HIUS 156: American Women, American Womanhood

HIUS 157: American Women, American Womanhood 1870 to Present

HIUS 158: Social and Economic History of the Southwest I

HIUS 159: Social and Economic History of the Southwest II

HIUS 164: Topics in Comparative History of Modern Slavery

HIUS 165: No longer offered

HIUS 167: Topics in Mexican-American History

HIUS 176: Race and Sexual Politics

HIUS 180: Immigration and Ethnicity in Modern American Society

HIUS 183: Topics in African American History

LTAM 100: Latino/a Cultures in the United States

LTAM 101: Early Latino/a-Chicano/a Cultures: 1848–1960

LTAM 102: Contemporary Chicano/a-Latino/a Cultural Production: 1960 to Present

LTAM 105: Gender and Sexuality in Latino/a Cultural Production

LTAM 106: Modern Chicana and Mexican Women Writings

LTAM 107: Comparative Latino/a and U.S. Ethnic Cultures

LTCS 130: Gender, Race/Ethnicity, Class, and Culture

LTEA 144: Korean American Literature and Other Literatures of Korean Diaspora

LTEN 27: Introduction to African American Literature

LTEN 28: Introduction to Asian-American Literature
LTEN 29: Introduction to Chicano Literature
LTEN 178: Comparative Ethnic Literature
LTEN 180: Chicano Literature in English
LTEN 181: Asian American Literature
LTEN 183: African American Prose
LTEN 184: African American Poetry
LTEN 185: Themes in African American Literature
LTEN 186: Literature of the Harlem Renaissance
LTEN 187: Black Music/Black Texts: Communication and Cultural Expression
LTSP 150A: Early Latino/a-Chicano/a Cultural Production: 1848 to 1960
LTSP 150B: Contemporary Chicano/a-Latino/a Cultural Production: 1960 to Present
LTSP 151: Topics in Chicano/a-Latino/a Cultures
LTSP 153: Chicano/a and Latino/a Poetry
LTSP 154: Latino/a and Chicano/a Literature
LTWL 155: Gender Studies
PHIL 169: No longer offered
PHIL 170: Philosophy and Race
PHIL 185: Philosophy of Religion

PLEASE NOTE: Many courses are offered annually, but there are some that are offered with less regularity. Students should check with the department to find out how often a course is taught and when it will be offered next.